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Nick Lindsay, the Chairman of the Clyne
Heritage Society, who has spoken to the
HFHS a number of times before, came
to tell us about his part in a fascinating
project to conserve a 19th century
Scottish burial ground in Calcutta. The
original capital city of British India was
once home to many Scots, but since
India gained its independence relics of
its colonial past, like this cemetery, have
been forgotten and allowed to become
patches of jungle in the middle of the city.
Nick showed us dramatic before and after
satellite photos showing the amount of
work required by local volunteers simply
to get the undergrowth cleared, before
he and his colleagues from Britain flew in
to look at the gravestones that had been
uncovered – some of which had once
been very impressive indeed. Few though
had escaped the ravages of time and
neglect, and most required considerable
feats of cleaning, peering, and pondering
to make out the inscriptions. Even John
Durham and Graham Tuley, our resident
experts when it comes to such matters,
would have found it a challenge – and
that’s before you come to the heat, the
insects, the snakes, and the apparently
somewhat thick tea. As ever, time ran
out for Nick and his colleagues, and
they only managed to deal with a part
of the cemetery; but he obviously felt
it had been a worthwhile exercise, and
we certainly enjoyed his account of it –
complete with some fascinating photos.
Our own burial ground projects continue,
and the latest collection of MIs to be
published is from Cromdale. These were
initially recorded by Stuart Farrell, who has
also been hard at work in the Highland
Archive transcribing Free Church registers;

and alongside the Cromdale MIs booklet
we have just published Stuart’s compilation
of Fearn FC births and baptisms. We’ve
taken the occasion of Stuart’s offering
us the chance to publish his works (and
there are more in the pipeline) to switch
from conventional printers – who require
a large print-run to get a reasonable price
per copy – to a Print On Demand [POD]
company, where the price for a handful of
copies is much the same as for hundreds.
This not only keeps down the initial outlay
for publications, but also saves space in
our storeroom at the Highland Archive since
we no longer have to keep a large stock of
all our books (using POD new copies can
be printed off in days). An added benefit of
this is that in future all our booklets will have
properly bound glossy covers.
We’re continuing to develop the Pedigrees
Database project, which was suggested,
and is now being implemented, by Patrick
and Sandra Kelsey. The first fruits of it
should be on the website soon after you
receive this issue of the Journal, and if you
haven’t sent in your completed pedigree
form – you can download blank copies from
the website – please do so as soon as you
get the chance. Our discussions about how
best to proceed with this project – which
includes the option for submitters to include
“other interests” as well as just their own
family names on the pedigree forms – have
led on to consideration of the future of the
Register of Members Interests, and of how
we handle queries. In the past we have
published full contact details of members
and enquirers, but in this age of sensitivity
about privacy and identity theft, we think it
may be better in future not automatically to
publish contact details in respect of queries,
and of members interests (after they initially
appear in the Journal when a new member
joins); but always to check with the submitter
if they are happy to have a responder be put
in touch with them. Such a system of course
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requires additional administrative work at
this end, and again we’re most grateful to
Patrick and Sandra for being prepared to
handle this on our behalf. As a result you
can expect to find in due course a new
“Interests and Queries” index appearing on
the website as well; but not for a while yet.
As we head into what is our summer
break here in the UK we’re already making
plans for the next season of talks, and we’d
like to invite you to send us any ideas you
may have for speakers or subjects that you
might find of interest. We’re also of course
always on the lookout for more articles
for this Journal, and indeed for interesting

Recording
monumental
inscriptions
. . . photograph
or transcribe?

by John Durham
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pictures now that we can publish colour
photos. Nick’s pictures of splendidly ornate
gravestones from Calcutta suggest that we
might ask you all to send in pictures of the
most ornate memorials to Highlanders that
you’ve ever come across anywhere in the
world – hopefully with a few words about
who the person concerned was, what they
did, and where their family came from. We
can’t promise to publish them all in the
Journal, but they might make up another
interesting feature on the website.
Graeme Mackenzie

M

ore and more photographs of
gravestones are beginning to
appear on websites and are
becoming available to purchase on CDs.
This is perhaps an opportune time to
look more closely at this phenomenon in
order to compare them with transcribing
the monumental inscriptions and
publishing them in book form, as the
Society has been doing. Is one method
of capturing these important images
better than the other?

Another stimulus to write this article has been a recent spate of requests to photograph
individual headstones following on from purchasing one of our publications. The most
recent one is quite interesting as it has given me the excuse to take a couple of extra
photos to raise some points on the relative merits of the two methods of recording. I
also discovered some extra information about those involved in the construction of the
Caledonian Canal.
Bill Duckett e-mailed the Society to ask about the possibility of taking a photograph of
the gravestone erected in Chapel Yard, Inverness to a Margaret Davies, who died in 1809.
It was located next to the sarcophagus covering the grave of Matthew Davidson, who was
the resident engineer on the construction of the Caledonian Canal for a number of years,
and he himself died in 1819. As Bill had included his telephone number on the e-mail, I
contacted him as I was interested in the fact that the surname Davies was obviously not
local. It turns out that Thomas Davies, who was born in Shropshire where Bill lives, was
the husband of the deceased Margaret Davies. Thomas was the contractor responsible
for the earthworks associated with the construction of the canal and worked closely with
Matthew Davidson.
Before
I
could
photograph
the
gravestone I had to
remove a layer of
moss that covered
the whole surface. I
took this photo later
on
that
morning
to show the effect
moss is having on
the horizontal stones
located in Chapel
Yard.
As
you
can
see
there
would
be
no
problem
photographing
the
upright
headstone
located top right in
the picture, but a lot
of work would be
needed before the
inscriptions on all the other stones could be photographed. In fact, even after removing the
moss, there has to be further work done on removing soil etc. that fills the grooves in each
letter and number that the mason carved on the stone. Once I had completed this latter
task on the gravestone to Margaret Davies I was able to take the photograph on page 4.
The next problem occurs when, in spite of the headstone standing upright, the poor
condition of the stone is so bad that bits start to fall off. On the same visit to Chapel Yard
I took a photograph of the next headstone (see page 6) to demonstrate just how much
damage can occur to sandstone.
In 1999 when the monumental inscriptions in Chapel Yard were published this was what
appeared in that publication with respect to this stone.
[Erected by] John MACDO[NALD] ….. Inverness in memory of his [beloved fat]herin-law James MACDONALD ….. also his three [children] Jessie, Thomas an[d] ……
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who died in infanc[y] .. and
of his beloved [wife] Mary
McDONALD, who died 24
February 1901, aged 73
years; also the said John
MACDONALD, who died 25
March 1911, aged 81 years.
At the time we commented
on the condition of the stone
and some of the letters that
were missing then were
placed between [ and ] to
indicate a good guess at what
they probably were when the
carving was done originally. I
have had a close look at the
above photograph. A section
on the bottom right must have
dropped off since 1999 taking
the years of death, 1901 and
1911, along with it, as this is
all that is now clearly visible: / John …….... ness / in
memor……………. / James
MACDON…/ ….. also his
..re….. / Jessi …..mas ….. /
who died … inf…. / and of
his bel ….. / Mary McD….. /
who died 24 Febu….. / aged
73 years / also the said John
MA….. / who died 25 March
…/ aged 81 years.
Now I turn to the flat
horizontal
stones
which
through time have sunk below the surface and are no longer visible. In order to locate such
stones we had to use a probe and in Chapel Yard, out of the 2,802 inscriptions recorded,
582 were on stones that were buried under the grass. We uncovered each one, recorded the
transcription, which was usually very clear as it had been well protected from the elements,
and then replaced the turf carefully. Here is a very good example of how much information
would be lost if these stones had not been uncovered and their inscriptions recorded.
Sacred to the memory of Robert NICHOLSON Esqr, late Staff Adjutant of the Inverness
District, who died June 12th 1818, aged 60, after a faithfull service to his King and Country
for 43 years. Few characters have been more deservedly lamented, his affection for his
family and steady warmth of feeling towards his friends secured him the regard and good
opinion of all, whilst his honourable consistency of character reflected lustre on the name of
a man and a soldier! Sacred also to the memory of Lieut Robt NICHOLSON, 78th Regt and
Captn E M NICHOLSON, 55th Regt, sons of the above, who both died in India; the former
at Goa on the 26th November 1810, aged 21, and the latter at Madras the 9th August 1831,
aged 36 years.
In producing these publications of monumental inscriptions (24 to date) the Society has
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made every effort to record all the inscriptions in each burial ground, those below the ground
as well as those above. Where an inscription is difficult to read we have carefully cleaned
the surface of the gravestone to allow us to record as much of the original inscription as
possible. We have laid out our results in a standard way, basically in straight rows, so that
it is relatively easy to locate any particular headstone. For example, it took me only about a
couple of minutes to locate the Davies headstone for Mr Duckett.
So that is the rationale behind what we having been doing over many years. Now we need
to look at what the various websites that display photographs of headstones have to offer
as an alternative. I will be mentioning only three of them, as these are ones I have come
across in my own family history researches. I mentioned one very good one on a previous
occasion, which Ronnie Macpherson has set up – http://gravestones.rosscromartyroots.
co.uk. All the burial grounds are within Ross and Cromarty and he has photos taken in 65
of them up on his website currently and work is going on with 10 more sites. The website is
well laid out with a simple explanation of the background to the website and how to use it.
The next one I came across is well endowed with Caithness burial grounds, but it has
photographs from a number of other areas such as Ross-shire, Inverness-shire and
Morayshire. You will find it at www.oddquine.co.uk/gravestones/index.htm. Interestingly a
number of gravestones in Chapel Yard, Inverness are included. I have just had a look and a
total of 95 upright stones have been photographed. There are also some for both Old High
and Greyfriars, which are also in Inverness. The photographs are of good quality, but there
is no overall index. 52 images as thumbnails are at view on each page with the principal
name(s) underneath the image. Click on the thumbnail format and you get a larger image
and you can then request a full image to be sent by e-mail if you require one.
The third website turned up while I was doing one of my Google searches into the name
Durran. I found a photograph of a gravestone that I have already photographed several years
ago pre-digital. The website address is http://www.gravestonephotos.com. An interesting
twist on this site is that all persons on each gravestone are listed, showing their relationship
to the first name recorded on the stone. Like the previous website only a selection of the
gravestones in the cemetery have been photographed.
This selectivity is probably the most significant difference between what the Society
is doing, which is to record all gravestones, even those under the turf, and what these
websites have to offer. Through the Scottish Association of Family History Societies
(SAFHS) we have a list of each burial ground and information about each, particularly about
possible publications of the monumental inscriptions. In this way we would hope to prevent
duplication of effort. In the case of the websites displaying photographs there does not
appear to be an overall body monitoring who is photographing which burial ground.
I think what we are doing is a better solution as we can still photograph individual
headstones on request from those who have purchased our books and find a family
memorial. To be fair the downside of our work is that in each burial ground it takes quite
a lot of time to clean and transcribe each stone. It does not take nearly as long to simply
photograph all the stones in the same burial ground. Having said that, it appears that these
websites are displaying the images they have photographed but not indicating how many
have not been included. If they are not intending to photograph every stone, perhaps they
should start with those, like the one in Chapel Yard, where the inscription is in danger of
disappearing due to erosion.
Perhaps both methods complement each other and can co-exist quite happily. I would
be delighted if members could comment on the points raised in this article. Perhaps they
are involved in a photographing project, or have visited other similar websites to the three
mentioned above.
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A good

READ

The census has long been an important resource
for family, local and social historians, yielding key
information about our ancestors including their names,
addresses, ages, family relationships and occupations.
When the 1901 census went online in 2002 the demand
from researchers was phenomenal, and the 1911
census planned for release from 2009 to 2012 – the first to feature our ancestors’ own
handwriting – is set to be still more popular. This one-stop guide covers everything you
need to know about the 1841–1911 censuses in England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland,
from the days of enumerators knocking on every door to the modern privilege of internet
access. Much of the book focuses on getting the best results from online research, given
issues like competing websites and variable index and image quality. Other ways of
accessing the census – from original records to microfilm, CDs and DVDs – are covered in
full.
Complete with illustrations, photographs, screenshots and case histories, Census is
essential reference for anyone seeking to tap this unique resource, whether researching
an individual or a locality.
The National Archives’ exceptional collection of military material
includes the personal files of hundreds of thousands of First
World War soldiers as well as Army nursing services, the WAAC,
prisoners of war from the Second World War and Korea, and
a wide variety of orders, decorations and medal rolls - from
the Napoleonic Wars to the Falklands. This practical and
accessible guide to records in the Archives and the British
Library’s India Office covers over four centuries of Army life.
Written by a military specialist and adviser on family history,
it provides an insider’s knowledge of material newly released,
soon to become available and recently deposited in regimental
museums.
Army Records explores the documents surrounding key
regiments, such as the Household Cavalry and the Royal
Artillery, as well as the administrative backdrop to the service
- pensions, casualty lists, deserters and the decision of the Chelsea
Invaliding Board. New online releases are charted, such as:
•
Medal Index Cards
•
World War II Unit Diary
•
WAAC
•
London Gazette
•
Overseas records
Updated sections of records of the Dominion Forces
Whether you are tracing an ancestor, auxiliary service, regiment or campaign, this is an
invaluable guide to Britain’s military past.
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Genealogy, the study of individuals’ descent and relationships,
is the starting point when researching family history. But where
does the ancestral trail begin? How can information from
different sources combine to form a coherent picture of past
generations? And how can links be forged from the past to the
present-day researcher? This completely revised edition, which
takes account of the many changes in the field since it was first
published in 1997, this book is the most comprehensive and upto-date guide to tracing British ancestry.
Ancestral Trails guides the researcher through the
voluminous British archives, extending back to medieval times,
and provides a detailed view of the records and published
sources available. From newspapers and directories,
civil, legal and religious records to personal recollections,
photographs and other memorabilia, every kind of record is
analysed, and the researcher is guided to the many detailed finding aids or indexes.
Suitable for both beginners and more experienced researchers, the book has a
wide-ranging scope. It provides a guide through the initial stages such as drawing
family trees, obtaining information from living relatives, and beginning research in
census records and the records of births, marriages and deaths. For those with more
experience, this book is a treasure-trove of information about records which are
harder to find and use. Including research in Scotland, Wales, Ireland, the Isle of Man
and the Channel Islands, and fully revised to take account of new census availability
and developments in online genealogy, this new edition is illustrated throughout and
contains detailed lists of further reading. It is the essential companion and guide for all
family historians.

Hoist with his own petard

by Jim Mackay

As an amusing side-note to Stuart Logan’s article “Major G.J.N. Logan-Home versus
Scotland’s People” in the February edition, I’d like to mention a wee snippet I found when
researching for my “Charming and Other Sins in the Black Isle” some time ago.
Elders were forever bringing to the attention of the Kirk Session some “unmarried young woman
with Child by Fornication”. It makes uncomfortable reading now how rigorously the Kirk Session
pursued the poor woman to identify the responsible man. So I was greatly tickled to find in a
Knockbain case in 1847 one Robert Logan of Drumderfit, an Elder himself, confessing to being the
father of the illegitimate child of Helen Gray and seeking demission of his Eldership!
To be fair to Robert Logan, he did take responsibility, had the child baptised when he himself
had undergone discipline, and from the records mentioned by Stuart obviously took the child into
his own home. Many did not. He appears to have moved to Inverness shortly afterwards, as the
Kirk Session minutes are chasing him some time later when he is living in Inverness to pay the
interest of the bequest of his father (the late Mr Thomas Logan of Drumderfit) to the poor of the
parish.
I can sympathise with Stuart’s frustration with Logan-Home’s “History of the Logan Family”. I
had a similarly difficult time with two 19th century genealogical books when trying to identify the
“Poyntz” who in the late 18th century married a Gun Munro and gave her name to “Poyntzfield”
in the Parish of Resolis. One was Alexander Mackenzie’s “History of the Munros of Fowlis” and
the other Sir John Maclean’s “Memoirs of the Family of Poyntz”. Both contained numerous
inaccuracies and red herrings which required much effort to resolve. The correct lady was
identified through inspection of an unrelated court case, and confirmed when her mother’s will was
located abroad.
There seems to be a tendency at the moment to publish facsimiles of these family genealogies,
and some of them are also becoming downloadable scans as “Google Books”. Neither
mechanism provides any critical appraisal of the original material which should come with a health
warning. On balance, they can provide a useful framework which the diligent researcher can check
and use as a basis for personal research. As ever, go back to as many primary sources whenever
you can!
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Emigrant
networks
By Jean Mackenzie, Glasgow

W

hen John Dingwall left from Cromarty
port in 1799 for Jamaica, he was
tapping into a transatlantic network
of Ross-shire contacts which had been built up
over the previous 50 years. Several of the large
Ross-shire landowners (Seaforth, Davidson of
Tulloch) purchased plantations in the Indies
and employed ambitious young men from their
own home area to run them. Most of these
young men expected to work a few years,
build up some capital and purchase their own
plantations, and to do this, they had to maintain
strong links with the (mainly absentee) large
landowners and their local agents.

His brother’s tale shows how these
connections were vital for getting and keeping
a position. Roderick Dingwall was born in 1787
in Dochcairn, Fodderty shortly before Sir Hector
Mackenzie of Gairloch sold the estate to Henry
Davidson of Tulloch. The family stayed there
for a few years before moving to the nearby
Millbank estate where George was employed by
Kenneth (and later Alexander) Mackenzie as farm
grieve. Kenneth and Alexander Mackenzie acted
as factors for various Mackenzie landowners
and were well placed to act as patrons for the
Dingwall family. At some point, the Mackenzies
sold Millbank to the Davidsons.
To save enough money to buy their own
property in Jamaica, the clerks and overseers
traded in their own right, buying (or taking!)
produce from plantations to send home for
sale. They required trustworthy agents in the
receiving port to sell the goods, pay the charges,
to look after the proceeds, and purchase more
trade goods to send across the Atlantic. Donald
performed this task for John in Glasgow and
Greenock, but when he went west, both he and
John had to find agents.
In 1805, John sent home a money order for
10 www.highlandfamilyhistorysociety.org

£30 in Roderick’s name (probably to pay for his
passage to the West Indies) against hundreds
of pounds worth of coffee delivered to William
Dallas in Hatton Gardens, London. Dallas is a
good Highland name, and in fact a Dr Dallas of
Englishtown was advertising in the Inverness
Journal for young men to go to Jamaica as
Clerks and mill-wrights (see illustration). The
coffee sailed under protection of the 74-gun
Vanguard, underlining the perils of trade during
the Napoleonic Wars. John informs his father
that he will be sending him sugar by the next
Leith ship, and a keg of tamarinds for Mrs
Mackenzie of Millbank. William Sibbald & Co
operated a regular service between Leith and
the West Indies, and John arranged onward
shipping to Cromarty via another contact:
George MacKay. He also talks of coming home
and using the opportunity to visit his “old shop
mate, Mr Andrew Ross in America”.
Roderick appeared reluctant to leave home,
as he was still there to receive a letter from his
friend Kenneth MacRae who went to Edinburgh
to be interviewed for a post as teacher. He met
Mr Ramsay (Sir George Mackenzie’s uncle) who
passed him to Sir James Hall “who is married to

Lord Selkirk’s sister”. A letter left for him ordered
him for an interview with Professor Stewart, who
must have passed him for he gave him 5 guineas
for his passage to St Mary’s Isle (Lord Selkirk’s
property in Kirkudbright). Lord Selkirk was one of
the leading lights sending colonists to Red River
in Canada and perhaps it was the intention for
Kenneth to go there. However, he ended up in Mr
Lancaster’s (Quaker) school in London, arriving
the day of Lord Nelson’s funeral.
Roderick was still working in Patrick Hay’s
shop when the next letter arrived (Mar 1806)
from his friend Donald Chisholm, anchored at
Cork awaiting the next transatlantic convoy, but
perhaps had decided to leave, since Donald tells
him what to pack for the journey: “tea & sugar,
gingerbread, oinions to eat raw is very good
for sea-sick... you will get at the herb shop in
Greenock. Take uask buagh or rum concealled
or the sailors... will soon deprive you of it”.
Knowledge from previous emigrants was very
important in attracting new travellers.
John Dingwall was active in promoting his own
contacts: “any virtuous young man wanting to
come to Jamaica I will soon find employment for
them of which I wrote Jamie MacNeil for whom
I have now a situation open in my employers
business and of which I hope he will accept”
and denigrating those who didn’t follow his
advice: “Donald Dingwall I understand is gone
to Demerara tho what a fool in not coming to
Jamaica where carpenters soon collect money”.
However, this Donald was one of the few who
returned home: “Mr Alexr. Dingwall. plumber in
Greenock, has lately paid into the hands of the
Kirk treasurer of Dingwall, legacy of 50 sterling,
bequeathed by his deceased brother, Mr Donald
Dingwall, late of Demerary, for the behoof of
the poor of that parish, where he drew his first
breath, and where he at last ended his days.”
More typical was poor Jamie MacNeil, of
whom Roderick reported: “he dyed with John &
I the day of 15th November [1807] in Company
with some other gentlemen dined with us in
tolerable good helth and foreby chereful during
the afternoon. he went to rest at night between
the hours of 8 & 9 pm: and truly Shocking to
Relate found dead next morning his room It
being so sudden a death John immediately got
an inquest held on the unfortunate body and the
verdick of course was dead by the visitation of
god the poor fellow no doubt died in fit, I am
sorry to inform you that his Estate won’t benifit
his freinds much he was very unfortunate like
many others in Jamaica”.
Roderick had arrived in Jamaica in May

1807 after a seven month journey and several
misadventures including falling into the ocean.
He missed his friends and family, and stayed
close to the other men from Dingwall: “Duncan
MacRea, George Hay, William Stoddard who
you know left here along with me, and Colin
Mackenzie who we used to call in the School
Colin Roagie”. His journey was funded by his
parents (to an unknown sum), and by brother
John who laid out more than £80. This sum
represents four or five years wages for a labourer,
but was considered a good investment for a post
of clerk with a salary of £100 per annum.
However, the most important contacts were
those dealing with money. One of Donald’s
money orders was lost in transit, causing
embarrassment, expense and trouble all
round. Dan. Forbes in Glasgow was moved to
write to Patrick Hay: “I was duly favoured with
Yours of the 4th Inst enclosing D Dingwalls Bill
on William Macgrigor & Co of this place which
was presented for acceptance but they have no
funds in their hands and of course would not
honour the draft they say they are in expectation
of a remittance from Mr Dingwall and wish me to
retain the Bill in my hands for a few days. If not
honoured in the course of 5 or 10 days I shall
return it to you agreeable to your wish. Your
Goods will be invoiced to you at the price of the
market when I was in Ross-shire”. The Glasgow
Directory of 1809 lists McGrigor & Co, Agents at
8 Garthland St.
In 1830, Roderick Dingwall wrote the last
surviving letter( see below), from Jamaica to
Alexander Mackenzie Esq, at Millbank, asking
him to use his influence with Colin Mackenzie of
Mountgerald, to secure him a post in Jamaica.
Roderick had recently lost his long-term position
as overseer with Davidson & Jennings at the
estate of Coley; the job had depended on the
patronage of the (recently deceased) attorney,
James Laing, appointed by Henry Davidson
(of Tulloch). Having sojourned there for twentythree years, Roderick still expected assistance
from home. What he was not aware of was the
imminent collapse of the plantation economy in
Jamaica and the subsequent impoverishment of
many of the planters. In the same year, Alexander
Mackenzie suffered his own misfortunes and the
Millbank estate was sequestrated – he might not
have been in any position to help Roderick. Colin
Mackenzie himself died in Jamaica in 1837,
aged only 35.
[please feel free to contact me at: jean.
mackenzie2@btinternet.com ]
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Letter from Roderick Dingwall to Alexander Mackenzie Esq. Millbank, Dingwall
Parish of Vere Jamaica
					
4th December 1830
Dear Sir,
Its now some years past since I had the pleasure of taking up my pen to
address you, But which I have done several times since in this Country but
whether or not any of them came to your hand I know not, only I regret much
my never having the pleasure of receiving a letter from your hand such I can
assure you would afford me the greatest pleasure, however I trust you are
in good health as well as your good sisters my kind respects to them if
you please when you see or hear from them, I am not aware if either of my
Brothers ever wrote you or not. When I first came here I lived with both of
them as Clerk for more than 3 years. They disagreed among themselves
and parted each for himself, I then left them and turned Planter without
any person to Back me but my own conduct. A Planter in this Country let
his abilities ever be so great without a friend he won’t succeed. John some
years back was in good business doing well indeed but he failed, Donald is
very well off he has a fair sum of business and I am glad to say doing well at
present and likely to continue, but I must say he is very near with it. He had
and has it now in his power to help me but such I believe never entered his
heart. He certainly has been fortunate much more so than John & myself,
his trade has been a good thing from at first starting off in business, in 1823
I sent him the sum of £16 sterling after the death of our poor Mother by a Mr
Munro from Ferintosh, since which I never heard a word from Ross-shire,
nor do I know if either of my Brothers has sent him any thing. Both had it
much more in their power than ever I had this time of life allowed them to
sit down in their house where as I have been since 1810 toiling in the hot
sun all day and the most of the nights too keeping watch making Sugar &
Rum during crop time which is 6 months in the year, I fear am introdding on
your goodness with such stuff as this but trust you will excuse me – I am
almost sure you must know Colin McKenzie of Mount Gerald, who is now in
England and perhaps in Ross-shire for all I know. When he came to Jamaica
I think it was in 1821 or 1822. I was as the Overseer over Coley Estate St
Thos in East the property of the late Henry Davidson. His attorney then;
and my employer, was a Mr James Laing a great man here of in years butt
he died and another person got the power [of attorney] and of course he
had his own friends to service and of course I left, however I got employed
and in a Situation until July 1829 when I was forced from a severe fit of
sickness to give up my situation and was obliged to quit this island for the
benefit of my health. I went to America where I have been several months
in care [...] but I have reason to thank god I recovered my health pretty well
but will never be the man I was when I was with Mr Laing. It was then I first
saw Mr McKenzie shortly after Mr Laings death he got to be concerned for
Davidson Barclay & Co Estates with many others I understand , [.....] says
that he is bringing out several other powers [of attorney] besides ....
Sir, to request the favour of [you] to use your interest with him in my behalf
and in person if possible or by letter to him in Spanish Town Jamaica, he
will have much in his power as a planter; should I succeed with him through
your recommendation rest assured I will try every means in my power to
give every satisfaction , I trust you will excuse me for this liberty am taking
with you and for such a scrawl as this is but you will know I never was a
good hand as this pen nor never will; in regard to my own poor family If its
of no use to me to write them as I am not able to help them, I wish they
will look to again excuse such liberty and I remain Dear Sir yours most truly
Rdk Dingwall.
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VC

HOLDERS
Part 2

There have been a number of responses to
the article in the February edition of the HFHS
Journal, about holders of the Victoria Cross with
“local connections”. John Durham has told me
of the memorial in the Chapel Yard, Inverness,
which mentions Major General William McBean
VC. The memorial was erected for Major General
McBean’s parents, John a shoemaker in Merkinch
and his wife Ann, but William and a sister Elizabeth
were added later. Major General McBean was a
Lieutenant when he won his VC. He is buried in
Edinburgh, so finding a local memorial to him has
been a pleasant surprise.
Carole Lohoar sent me a photograph of the
gravestone for Colour Sergeant James Munro VC, at
Craig Dunain, Inverness. If anyone has photographs
of memorials, not just headstones, for any of the VCs
mentioned in the article, I would be very pleased to
have a copy for eventual inclusion on the web site.
Thanks also to members who have sent information
about relatives from various parts of Scotland who
have been awarded the Victoria Cross. The purpose
of these lists is to record holders of the VC who have
some connection with the “Highlands & Islands”, so
we shall probably not put their details on the web site
unless we can establish a local connection.
I have been told that there is a memorial to
Sergeant Alexander Edwards VC at the entrance to
Lossiemouth Golf Club, but I have not been able to
confirm this yet.
The Highlanders Museum at Fort George, http://
www.thehighlandersmuseum.com/, holds 16 of the
22 VCs won by members of the former regiments
(Seaforth Highlanders, The Gordon Highlanders, The
Queen’s Own Cameron Highlanders and the Queen’s
Own Highlanders (Seaforth and Camerons), that
now make up the Highlanders Battalion of the Royal
Regiment of Scotland. The Gordon Highlanders’
museum, http://www.gordonhighlanders.com/ is in
Aberdeen, so their memorabilia and archive materials
are kept there. The Director of the Highlanders’
Museum has agreed to provide information about the
holders of the 16 VCs held at Fort George, so that
we can introduce a new category on our lists, “Medal
held locally”. The names of 5 of these holders were
noted in the February edition of the Journal.
Fort George and the Highlanders’ Museum are
both well worth a visit. There are lots of things to see,
so think in terms of a morning or an afternoon; there’s
no such thing as a “quick visit” to either place !
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Burgher and
Anti-Burgher
Churches
by Graeme Mackenzie

Our first talk this season was Rev Dr
Donald Boyd’s “Stepping Stones in
Scottish Presbyterian History”. Since
Donald didn’t use a prepared script
we were unable to publish his talk, but
here’s something I wrote some years
ago for the Clan MacMillan Magazine
that illustrates very well the complicated
nature of the subject.
After the breakaway from the Church
of Scotland in the early 1700s of Rev.
John McMillan’s “Reformed Presbyterian
Church”, many of whose adherents settled
in Northern Ireland, with descendants
later emigrating to the USA – particularly
it seems, South Carolina – the Church
of Scotland suffered another division in
1733 with the formation of the “Associate
Presbytery”. That grew into the “Associate
Synod” in 1745, which encompassed three
Presbyteries. Two years later however
this new body itself split, and alongside
the “Associate Synod” was established
what later became known as the “General
Associate Synod” - though the two bodies
were better known, because of the subject
of the split, as the “Burgher” and the “AntiBurgher” Synods.
The Associate/Burgher Synod split again
in 1799 into - guess what - the “Associate
Synod” and the “Burger Synod”. The
latter seems not to have flourished and
eventually disappears - its members
probably rejoining the Associate Synod,
which in 1805 took the additional name of
the “Original Burgher Synod”.
Meanwhile the Anti-Burgher Synod
continued to call itself the “Associate
Synod” until 1788, when it formally became
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the “General Associate Synod”. In 1805
it too split, with a new body calling itself
the “Constitutional Associate Presbytery”
alongside
the
continuing
“General
Associate Presbytery”. The latter appears
to have faded away in due course, while
the former renamed itself the “Original
Secession Church”.
In 1820 the Original Burger Church
(successors of the Associate/Burgher
Synod) merged with the Original Secession
Church (successors of the General
Associate/Anti-Burgher Synod) to form the
“United Secession Church”; and in 1847 the
United Secession merged with the “Relief
Church” - which had broken away from the
Church of Scotland in 1761 - to form the
“United Presbyterian Church”. By then of
course the “Disruption” had taken place
and the split from the Church of Scotland
of the Free Church was to start a whole new
line of breakaway churches. And so it goes
on, and on… .
Records of Burgher and Anti-Burgher
Churches can be found in the National
Archives of Scotland in the following
category (though a cursory glance at the
listing shows few congregations in the
north of Scotland, with virtually none in the
Highlands):
CH3: Records of Free, United
Presbyterian (UP), United Free (UF) and
Other Protestant Churches, 1725-1891.

Society Visitors
Our desk in the Family History Centre
within the new Highland Archives building
is manned on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday mornings. It would be helpful
if anyone coming to the building seeking
help with their research, or simply
needing to be shown what material is
available, get in contact with the Society
in advance. Arrangements can be made
for someone to come in at different
times to those stated above if we are
given sufficient notice.

Free Church
Records
in the
Highlands
by Stuart Farrell

In 1843 the Church of Scotland was
disrupted by a schism over the rights
of patronage, particularly by that of
the State, and over 450 ministers left
and established the Free Church of
Scotland, this move is known as the
1843 Disruption. Many ministers and
their congregations had other reasons
for leaving not only for the rights of
patronage but to the growing voice of
liberal politics, and the need for social
and land reforms.
In some cases money or land was not
available for new churches, with services
being held in the open air, in disused
buildings or in one case a boat as some
landed proprietors adhered to the Church
of Scotland and refused them land and/or
permission to built a new church. The new
church was well taken to in the Highlands
with many parishes and congregations
joining the Free Church.
In 1900 the vast majority of the Free
Church, particularly in Ross and Cromarty,
joined with the United Presbyterian Church
of Scotland to form the United Free
Church of Scotland, in turn re-uniting with
the Church of Scotland in 1929. Some
churches remained outside the union of
1900, claiming the title Free Church of
Scotland for itself. It continues to this day,
being commonly known as the ‘Wee Free’.
Records of the Free Church have for
many years been held in the National
Archives of Scotland in Edinburgh, but
in the last few years they have been

transferred to the Archives of Highland
Council. Some Free Church records have
survived complete, whilst others have
gaps as ministers moved/retired, whilst a
few have been lost or may still be held by
the continuing Free Church.
A New Project by the Highland Family
History Society is the transcription and
publication of those records which are
held in the archives. Work has started on
those records from Easter Ross, at present
Baptisms for the parish of Fearn for 18441890 are with the publisher, with those for
the Parish of Alness, of Baptisms (18431929) and Marriages (1847-1912) being
ready to go to print. Work is ongoing with
records from the Parishes of Nigg and
of Cromarty with the Parish of Resolis
being identified as the next parish to be
undertaken.
An update of the project and details of
new publications will be updated in the
Journal in the forthcoming months.

Pedigree
upate
by Patrick Kelsey

First, many thanks to the nearly 80
members who have submitted a
Pedigree since the announcement
in the February Journal. This is an
amazing response, much more than
we had expected. It will take us some
time to put all of this information in the
database, so please be patient ! We are
very happy to receive more Pedigrees
meantime.
We now have some 500 names in the
database, and are checking these entries.
Because of prior commitments we are
unlikely to have anything on line before
early August. However, once we have the
first tranche of names on line, we will add
new Pedigrees at regular intervals.
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MONUMENTAL
INSCRIPTIONS PROJECT
by John Durham

Considerable progress has been made since the last journal, with one book published (Cromdale Churchyard) and a second (Dalarossie) and possibly a third
(Abernethy) not too far away from going to the printer. Elsewhere in this journal you
will find an article contrasting the full transcription that our Society records in our
publications with websites that make available photographs of the gravestones.
These websites vary in the amount of information they display and I feel this is a
subject that should be open for discussion among members. To that end I hope that
members will read it and send in their comments.
The current status of each graveyard we are working on is shown below.

Contin Churchyard
Dennis & Jean Pettit will be working on this one this summer. It looks to be quite a difficult
one and may take some time. Perhaps this one is a possible candidate for a day out for
members to help with the transcribing process.

Cromdale Churchyard
Recently back from the printers, our first publication using the Print on Demand format. It
is on sale at £6.00, and weighs 220 grams (postage is 92p, second class and £1.09, first
class). Those living outside the UK should go to GENfair via the Society website.

Dalarossie Churchyard
Carole Lohoar completed the task of transcribing all the photographs supplied by Ingvild
Begg and Angus Bethune, using some transcriptions supplied along with the photos. Carole then indexed the name of the first person on each stone. This allowed Graham Tuley
and myself to rearrange the transcriptions into rows as we checked over 120 in one day.
Since then Graham went off to the west coast for his annual expedition and I went back
to Dalarossie to sort the remaining transcriptions into order. The fact that all stones had
transcriptions was an indication of the fine work that both Ingvild and Angus had done.
Graham and I have located, using a probe, 7 stones that are under the turf which brings
the total number in the churchyard to 212. One of those we uncovered had an easily read
and well filled inscription, which had benefitted from being protected from the elements.
The inscription is as follows: Erected to the memory of David MACKINTOSH, late farmer in Cognafearn, who died
in October 1789 in the 45th year of his age; and Anne CLARK, his spouse, who died 1st
May 1816, aged 60; their son William, who died June 1807, aged 23; and their eldest son
Alexander, also tacksman of Coignafearn, who died Jany 1852, aged 77; also his wife
Isabella MACPHERSON, who died March 1861, aged 84.
Hopefully the other stones under the turf will have the same quality of carving. One
more day should be sufficient to complete the checking phase, and we hope to publish
the results by the middle of June.

Inverness Cathedral
The 130 transcriptions are still to be checked before publishing. Patrick and Sandra
Kelsey, who did the original transcriptions, have volunteered to check what they recorded.
As they are heavily involved in the Interests and Enquiries Database (see elsewhere in this
journal), this work will probably have to wait until the autumn.
16
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QUERIES . . . . .
DO YOU HAVE ANY QUERIES OR CAN YOU HELP ANOTHER MEMBER TO SOLVE ANY LITTLE
PROBLEMS THEY HAVE. IF YOU HAVE, CONTACT US ON davidsoni1@btinternet.com

1 Jessie MacRae was born in Kintail, possibly
at or near Morvich, at the head of Loch Duich.
She was raised by my great-grandmother, Helen
MacRae, whose father was the tacksman of
Morvich Farm. According to family tradition,
Jessie was my grandfather’s cousin, but in spite
of extensive research by several family members,
there has bee no identification of Jessie. We
have not found her in any records. Of course in
the Highlands, ‘cousin’ could be a relative of any
distance.
When she was a young woman, Jessie came
to Salt Spring Island, B.C. to stay for a time
with my grandparents, Alexander and Elizabeth
McLennan. Through them and close neighbours,
the Ruckle family, Jessie met and married Wesley
Brethour.
Our families retained close ties throughout their
lives. Jessie had midwifery skills and delivered
one of my aunts, who was named Jessie Brethour
McLennan in honour of this much loved and
respected family member. (My aunt was the first
child of European origin to be born in the town of
Sidney, B.C.)
If anyone has any information regarding the
origin of Jessie MacRae, I would be very grateful
if light could be shed on the genealogical dead
end. – Mary Davidson, 154 Sunnyside Drive, Salt
Spring Island, B.C. V8K 1W1, Canada. E-mail:
mdavidson78@shaw.ca
2 I am wrestling with a problem of family
history and wonder whether you would be
so kind as to feature my request for help in a
forthcoming issue of The Journal.
My 3xgt.grandmother was Jane Ross (ms
Ross), she lived all her life in Rockfield
Village on the Tarbat peninsula. She married
Andrew Ross 26 October 1848 (Nigg OPR)
and appears in all the censuses from 1851 to
1911. From the ages stated in the censuses
she was probably born around 1826. In the
1901 census she is in Rockfield aged 76 and
in the 1911 census she is still there aged 86.
Searching the Statutory Death Records in
Scotlands People I fail to find any evidence of
her death and I’ve searched “all districts” up
to 1936 (when she would have been 110!) I’ve
tried searching for J. Ross, Jean Ross, Janet
Ross and even Jessie Ross with no success.
Scotlands People can offer no explanation of
her absence from the records. The on-line
records of the Tarbat cemetery fail to show
any MI for her. I need to find her death record
to find out the names of her parents. I can

find no reliable record of her birth.
If any member has any information I shall be
very grateful.
David Ross. (1942)
3 My ancestor Barbara Ferguson, daughter of
David Ferguson of Arboll, Easter Ross, was the
wife of Lieut. Alexander MacLeod (III of Sallachy)
and their gravestone (No.51) in Old Duffus
Churchyard says:- “In memory of Alexander
MacLeod of Camscurry, Lieut. 87th Regt. who
died at Tain 1818. Of his wife Barbara Ferguson
who died 23rd April 1840 and of their sons
Roderick, Robert Bruce Aeneas and Alexander
who died at St Vincent, West Indies. Also of their
eldest daughter Janet MacLeod who died at Tain
13th Nov 1845”. Barbara Ferguson MacLeod’s
1840 death was announced in the Inverness
Courier “At Tain Mrs Barbara Ferguson relict
of Lieut Alexander MacLeod of the 6th Royal
Veteran Battalion.” I have information on the
MacLeods in StVincent; Alexander who died
there in 1861 was my 3 x gt grandfather but
would appreciate any information on his father’s
Regiments, David Ferguson of Arboll and in
particular his (unknown) wife if anyone can help.
Joan Leggett joanleggett@btinternet.com
Member No. 613
4 I am searching for any information having
to do with William ROSE, who married in 1802
Dorcas McINTOSH at Ardclach, Nairn. OPR
states: “January 22nd. Then were contracted
in order to marriage William Rose and Dorcas
McIntosh both in this parish”. The only child I
can find for them is my GGGrandfather William
ROSE b.18.07.1804 c.20.07.1804 at Lethenbar,
Ardclach, Nairn. William and Dorcas ROSE
can next be found in the 1841 census at Little
Mill, Ardclach, Nairn both aged 60 years.
William is a pensioner born in Nairn. Dorcas
said to have been born outside census county.
Also seen in the household is a Janet Rose
aged 40 born in Nairn - whose relationship is
unknown. There seems to have been a number
of McIntosh and Rose families at Little Mill in
1841 but I cannot make a connection either
between them or to my subjects of interest.
I would be most grateful if anyone can help
with information concerning William ROSE
and Dorcas McINTOSH or of the places known
as Lethenbar and Littlemill, Ardclach. I live
overseas which only adds to my difficulties.
Thanks. George F. Rose. E-mail: gfr@logic.bm
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INTERESTS AND ENQUIRIES DATABASE
As part of the general re-vamp of the various lists and databases that the Society
holds, we have looked at the way that Members’ Queries, Interests and Research
Topics have been kept and publicised. Whilst no one system will meet the needs
of all these areas, we think it is possible to improve the way that the data is held,
and at the same time make it more accessible to more people. The attached
spreadsheet – recording information from recent new Members’ application forms
and from some of the initial Pedigrees database forms – shows how the new
format could look. As a spreadsheet it will go onto the web site very easily, where
it will provide an accessible, permanent and updatable record. We would be very
interested in Members’ comments.
Members will note that, in line with the Chairman’s comments elsewhere about
ensuring confidentiality of personal information, the submitters of information are
identified only by membership number. Where information has been submitted via
a Pedigree form, the Wallet (file) number is also noted. Contact with an Enquirer
or Submitter should be made initially by contacting the database administrator at
interests@highlandfamilyhistorysociety.org, or by post to HFHS, c/o 7, Grant Road,
Balloch, Inverness. IV2 7JL.		
Name
Area
Date
Particular Information sought
			or area(s) of Interest
Allanach
All areas
any		
Bain
Avoch
pre 1820		
Boog
Skelbo Castle
1736 - 1849 James Boog (1736 -1810) and his daughter Barbara
			
(1773 -1849), wife of John Ross of Scotsburn.
Boyd
Islay
pre 1820		
Calder
Eriboll, Durness
pre 1800		
Campbell
Petty and Inverness
pre 1650		
Clyne
Thurso
pre 1820		
Dingwall
Fodderty and Ferintosh
pre 1830		
Douglas
Dores and Inverness
from 1900		
Douglas
Banff and Moray
from 1800		
Ellis
Fodderty
pre 1820		
Findlater
Banff-shire
from 1600		
Finlayson
Cromarty
c1800
Anything on H Finlayson, born 15/2/1826
Fraser
Portmahomack
from 1700		
Gordon
Bonar, Sutherland
c1784
Anything on W Gordon, born c1784
Graham
Petty and Inverness
pre 1650		
Graham
Ross-shire
from 1800		
Grant
Glenmoriston		
Anything on Alasdair Mac Iain Bhain (Alasdair Grant,
			
Achnaconeran) the “Bard of Glenmoriston”.
Grant
Alvie and Duthil,
Inverness-shire
1800 - 1910		
Grant
Petty and Inverness
pre 1650		
Grant
Cromdale, Inveravon
and Boat of Garten
pre 1820		
Hay
Cromdale and Boharm
pre 1820		
Henderson
Reay, Thurso
pre 1820		
Kent
Orkney
pre 1830		
Mac Iain Bhain Glenmoriston		
Anything on Alasdair Mac Iain Bhain (Alasdair Grant,
			
Achnaconeran) the “Bard of Glenmoriston”.
MacDonald Nairn
1750 - 1850		
MacKay
Inverness and Durness
from 1870		
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Member

Wallet

2508
1899

151

1824
2375
2452
2516
91
2398
2508
2508
1899
2510
2305
2508
2305
2516
2337

154
145
143

1567

140

147
159
151
139
139
155

2511
2516
1372
1372
91
2305

156
156
147
139

1567
1611
2508

140
150

MacKenzie
MacKenzie
MacKenzie
MacKenzie

Eriboll, Durness
pre 1800		
2452
Resolis, Ross-shire
pre 1770		
2507
Glen Elg, Inverness-shire pre 1600		
2513
Urquhart & Logie
Wester, R&C
c1820		
2514
MacKenzie
Petty and Inverness
pre 1650		
2516
Mackintosh Petty and Inverness
pre 1650		
2516
MacLeod
Nairn
1750 - 1850		
1611
MacRae
Contin
pre 1820		
1899
McCoag
Islay
pre 1820		
2375
McKenzie
Cromarty
from 1720		
2509
McLachlan
Morven
pre 1810		
2375
McLellan
Inverness-shire
from 1700		
2508
McLeod
Strathpeffer
pre 1800		
2507
McMaster
Morven
pre 1800		
2375
McRae
Assynt, Sutherland
pre 1800		
2507
McTavish
Mull
pre 1900		
2375
Miller
Caithness
from 1700		
2508
Montgomery Lewis
from 1700		
2508
Morrison
Morven
pre 1800		
2375
Munro
Rosskeen and Speyside
from 1800		
2337
Munro
Kincardine Parish (R&C)
pre 1800		
1140
Paterson
Banff
from 1800		
2508
Ross
Rockfield, Shandwick and
Portmahomack villages
pre 1800
Parentage and birth of Jean (Jane or Janet) Ross,
			
married Andrew Ross on 10/1848 in Nigg parish.
1942
Ross
Scotsburn and Rosskeen 1765 - 1881 John Ross (1765 - 1852) of Scotsburn, miller of
			
Rosskeen; his son Hugh Ross (1807 - 1881)
			
Engineer of Kensington.
1824
Ross
Kincardine Parish (R&C)
pre 1800		
1140
Shearer
Caithness
from 1700		
2508
Smith
Banff
1700 - 1900		
2508
Stewart
Islay
pre 1820		
2375
Sutherland
Caithness, Inverness, R&C from 1700		
2508
Taylor
Avoch
pre 1810		
2305
Thomson
Glen Urquhart and
Glen Moriston
pre 1780		
2452
Thomson
Caithness
from 1850		
2508
Urquhart
Alness and Inverness
from c1850		
2337
Various
Lochbroom
pre 1850
The area and its people
1596
Various
Glen Urquhart
early 1800s Tenancies in West Lewiston village,
			
particularly crofts 1-5.
1567
Various
India and Mauritius
1600 - 1875 Families in the Military and/or business abroad,
			
particularly in the East India Company, and in Mauritius 2383
Various
Anywhere
1700s 		
mid 1800s
Royal Navy personnel
2383
Various
Kilmonivaig Parish
1750 - 1800 The area and its people
1140
Various
Rosehall, Parish of Creich
(Sutherland)
pre 1800
The area and its people
1140
Vass
Ross & Cromarty
pre 1800
Particularly the Fearn and Nigg areas.
1942
Watson
Inverness-shire
from 1850		
2508
Watson
Ross & Cromarty
from 1700		
2508
Wymer
Fodderty
pre 1820		
1899

143

150
151
145
145
145
145
145
155
157

142
154
157
145
139
143
155
138
140
146
146
157
157
142
151
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PUBLICATIONS FOR SALE
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PURCHASING PUBLICATIONS
The cost of postage at printed-paper rate, which can be found from the table below,
must be added to the cost of the publication(s) listed on the previous two pages.
Orders by post should be sent to the treasurer at 11 Braeside Park, Balloch, Inverness
IV2 7HL. Cheques should be made payable to Highland Family History Society and
must be in Sterling.
If you have access to the Internet you can order any publication and pay for it by credit
or debit card. To do this you should log onto the Society website. From the opening page
click on Publications, then How to order a publication. On the next page click on GENfair.
On that website you will see a list of all the sections within our ‘stall’. Once you have
chosen the item(s) you want go to the checkout and follow the instructions. You will then
be directed onto a safe server to enter your card details.

MEMBERS’ RESEARCH INTERESTS
New Members:
2507. Mr Kenneth Mackenzie - Maryburgh, Ross-shire.
2508. Ms Lynn Mackay - Inverness.
2509. Ms Patti A. Enter - South Carolina, U.S.A.
2510. Mr Alexander Findlater - Tamworth, Staffs.
2511. Mrs Margaret Finlay - Wigton, Cumbria.
2512. Mr Ewen MacColl - Kirkhill, Inverness-shire.
2513. Ms Jeanne Stump - Fort Wayne, U. S. A.
2514. Mr Robert McKenzie - Victoria, Australia.
2515. Ms Hetty Blythe - N.S.W. 2204, Australia.
2516. Mr David Smith - California, U. S. A.
Changes to address etc
0086. Dr Malcolm Bangor-Jones - Muir-of-Ord, Ross & Cromarty.
0609. Mr Ewen McDonald - Huntly, Aberdeenshire.
2016. Mr Malcolm & Mrs Philippa McLennan - N.S.W., Australia.
2384. Mr Graham E. MacDonell - Abbotsford, Canada.
Deaths
0245. Mrs Kathleen R. Bowley

1211. Mrs Sabina Doust

New
publications
Postal Charges Notes:
1. Items heavier than 100g cannot be sent Letter Rate.
2. Items heavier than 750g cannot be sent Large Letter Rate.
3. Add 76p for each 250g or part thereof up to 2Kg.
4. Items heavier than 300g to be charged at 55p for each additional 100g.
5. Items heavier than 300g to be charged at £1.11 for each additional 100g.
6. For items heavier than 550g - visit www.royalmail.com.
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Two new books, both from
Stuart Farrell, that the Society
have published recently are now
available for sale. The first is the monumental inscriptions for
Cromdale Churchyard, Badenoch & Strathspey. There are 365
gravestones recorded in it, of which a large proportion have the
name GRANT on them. The cost is £6.00 and the book weighs
220 grams.
The second publication is entitled Fearn Free Church, Births
1844-1855 & Baptisms 1844-1890. Elsewhere is this journal is a
short piece by Stuart Farrell, who did all the transcribing from
records found in our new Archives building, in which he lists the
other parishes to be included in this series. This publication will
cost £9.00 and weighs 475 grams.
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